The peculiarity of text classification that differs most from information retrieval is the existence of class information. Therefore, this paper proposes a new term weighting scheme that utilizes class information using positive and negative class distributions. As a result, the proposed scheme, log tf.TRR, consistently performs better than other schemes using class information, as well as traditional schemes such as tf.idf.
Introduction
Text Classification (TC) is the task of labeling natural language texts with thematic categories from a predefined set (Sebastiani, 2002) . In text classification, text representation transforms the content of textural documents into a compact format allowing the documents to be recognized and classified using a classifier. In a vector space model, a document is represented as a vector in the term spaces, , where |V| is the size of the vocabulary. The value of term t i between [0,1] represents how much t i contributes to the semantics of document d. Text classification has borrowed traditional term weighting schemes from the field of information retrieval, such as tf.idf (Salton and Buckley, 1998) and its variants. In fact, the Probabilistic Ranking Principle (PRP) of information retrieval is based on the odds threshold, d is relevant iff where d is a document and q is a query (Manning et al., 2008) . After
Bayes rule and an independence assumption are applied to this equation for an odds threshold, the equation is decomposed into the odds of the term probabilities of t i in document d (see section 3.2). In the case of information retrieval, these odds of the term probabilities cannot be applied to term weighting schemes directly because information retrieval systems cannot know which documents are relevant or irrelevant for a query in a practical sense. Thus, inverse document frequency (idf) weighting has been introduced to a term weighting scheme for information retrieval as tf.idf. However, training data for text classification contain both relevant and irrelevant information, which is generally annotated by hand. Therefore, this research starts with the question, "Can we develop a novel term-weighting scheme for specialized text classification better than those used in information retrieval?" We feel that text classification should utilize class information better than information retrieval because supervised-learning based text classification has the training data labeled as either positive or negative for each class. As mentioned above, inverse document frequency, idf, is simply a measure of the general importance of a term, and there is no use of class information. Therefore, this paper focuses on how text classification can be improved by effectively applying class information to a term weighting scheme. Since term weights used by the text classifier aim at distinguishing positive documents from negative documents, they are believed to be more effective by assigning more appropriate weights using class information to the terms.
This paper proposes a novel term weighting scheme for multi-class text classification that uses the odds of the term probabilities estimated from positive and negative annotated data in each class. To estimate the term probabilities from positive and negative data, two different methods are employed: maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) for positive and negative data, and the expectation value of the MLE probabilities for each document in the data. The latter was developed to reflect the different term distributions in each document. Additional experiments were also conducted to resolve the problems incurred when test documents are represented; in the proposed term weighting scheme, although a test document does not have any class information, class information has to be utilized to represent a test document. As a result, the proposed scheme performs better than traditional term weighting schemes such as tf.idf, as well as other previous studies attempting to utilize class information on all datasets and classifiers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents other studies related to this work. Section 3 describes in detail the proposed term weighting scheme using class information. Section 4 presents the experiment design and results. Finally, Section 5 provides some concluding remarks regarding this research.
Related Work
TC is a supervised learning task because it makes use of the class information of training documents in contrast to information retrieval, and this known information has been widely used for the feature selection (Yang and Pedersen, 1997) and construction of text classifiers. Term weighting schemes using class information have been studied in several different ways. One is estimating term weights using feature selection metrics such as  2 , information gain, the gain ratio and the odds ratio ( Debole and Sebastiani, 2003; Deng et al., 2004) . Another approach is based on statistical confidence intervals that rely on prior knowledge of the statistical information in the labeled training data (Soucy and Mineau, 2005) . Because these methods consider the document distribution, they are naturally expected to be superior to traditional term weighting methods. Comparisons with traditional term weighting methods have been conducted by Debole and Sebastiani (2003) and Soucy and Mineau (2005) , but with mixed results. In our experiments, a term weighting scheme with a  2 feature selection metric was re-implemented, and did not perform well.
Researchers have also recently attempted using class information for term weighting. There are two representative term weighting schemes: Delta tf.idf (Martineau and Finin, 2009; Paltoglou and Thelwall, 2010) and rf (relevance frequency) (Lan et al., 2006; Lan et al., 2009 ). The first, Delta tf.idf, provides a solution to the use of class information for sentiment classification by localizing the estimation of idf to documents of one or the other class, and subtracting the two values. However, this approach is limited to classification problems with only two classes, as in sentiment classification. The second, rf, was proposed to use the ratio of term occurrences of the positive and negative classes for calculating the term weights. The basic idea of this research is quite simple: the more concentrated a high frequency term is in the positive class than in the negative class, the more contributions it makes in discriminating positive samples from the negative samples (Lan et al., 2009 (Ko, 2012) . Whereas our previous work simply provided experimental evidence on the effectiveness of the newly proposed scheme, the current paper formally explains why this scheme was invented based on additional analyses, and adds additional data set and experiments including comparisons with a term weighting scheme using an  2 feature selection metric and another test document representation scheme using each class label as a hypothesis.
In addition, there have been several studies on solving binary classification problems for learning an unbalanced classifier, where the number of documents in each of the two classes, positive and negative, is extremely unbalanced (Yu et al. 2003 In particular, as big data analysis continues to be a major research trend, unsupervised or semisupervised learning is playing an important role in text classification (Gliozzo et al., 2005; HaThuc and Renders, 2011; Ko and Seo, 2009 ). Many new research issues remain for text classification. However, these issues are also based on the term weighting schemes of supervisedlearning based text classification. Therefore, the current paper focuses on only term weighting schemes for using labeled data, and leaves other advanced research issues such as the utilization of the proposed term weighting scheme for unsupervised learning, noisy data removal, and domain adaptation as future work; these are significant issues for text classification and require a large number of experiments.
New Term Weighting Scheme
In this section, a brief review of traditional term weighting methods, i.e., tf.idf and its variants, is provided. In addition, the newly proposed term weighting scheme using the odds of positive and negative class probabilities are introduced. A review of the rf scheme and a comparison with the proposed scheme are given.
Brief review of traditional term weighting methods: tf.idf
There are three factors for term weighting in information retrieval (Salton and Buckley, 1988 ).
Salton and Buckley (1998) considered three factors of assignment for an appropriately weighted single term in information retrieval. First, the term frequencies (tf) in a document appear to represent closely the content of the document. Second, inverse document frequency (idf) has been proposed to increase a term's discriminating power to pick up all relevant documents from other irrelevant documents. These two factors are generally combined through a multiplication operation and are thought to improve the performance of information retrieval systems. Third, a cosine normalization factor is applied to equalize the length of the documents. Table 1 summarizes the components of tf.idf weighting methods. The most popular way to combine a word's term frequency and inverse document frequency into a single weight is as follows (Manning and Schütze, 1999) :
This equation is denoted by ltc in Table 1 ; its weight is normalized by the cosine normalization in
ltc.
Although this tf.idf scheme was borrowed from information retrieval, it has also performed well in text classification. In this current study, two formats are used: tf.idf as a multiplication (ntc) of raw term frequency (tf) and log(N/df), denoted by tf.idf; and a multiplication (ltc) of logarithm term frequency (log tf) and log(N/df), denoted by log tf.idf. Because other variants share the same idea of tf.idf, and their formats are essentially similar, they are not used for the comparison of the proposed scheme described herein.
Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) in information retrieval
In information retrieval, the obvious order for presenting documents to the user is to rank them by their estimated probability of relevance with respect to the information need using a probabilistic model: . This is the basis of the Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) Lenk, 1991, 1992; van Rijsbergen, 1979) , in which all documents are simply ranked in decreasing order of . Rather than estimating this probability directly, we work with some other quantities that are easier to compute and give the same document ordering. In particular, we can rank documents based on their odds of relevance because the odds of relevance are monotonic with the probability of relevance. This makes things easier because we can ignore a common denominator as follows:
The left-hand term,
, which is the rightmost expression of equation (2), is a constant for a given query, and does not need to be estimated when ranking documents. After the Naïve Bayes conditional independence assumption is applied to the right-hand term,
, we can obtain the following equation (3):
where
|V| is the size of the vocabulary.
We can now define the Relevance Status Value (RSV) of document, d, and class, cl, as
RSV(d,c), for text classification using PRP and equation (3). In RSV(d,c) for text classification, a
query is replaced by a class label. That is, we want to estimate how relevant a document is to a given class to determine whether the document should be assigned to that class.
In multiclass classification, a single text classifier is generally trained per class to distinguish that class (positive class) from all other classes (negative class); this strategy is called one-vs-all (OvA) or one-vs-rest (OvR) (Aphinyanaphongs et al. 2014; Galar et al., 2011; Han et al., 2007) .
In this case, a positive class is denoted by cl, and a negative class is denoted by ̅ . Using these notations, equation (4) can be reconstructed as follows:
The rightmost expression, ̅ , for a single term, t i , is called the Term Relevance Ratio (TRR), and the idf part of tf.idf is replaced with the TRR in the proposed term weighting scheme.
P t i cl and P(t i |cl ̅ ) of the TRR can be estimated through the following two ways. The first way is based on maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), as shown in equation (6),
where V denotes the vocabulary set of all training data, and is the document set of the positive class, cl, and ̅ is the document set of the negative class, ̅ .
This type of estimation misses the term distribution in a document. Thus, the second estimation method is a reformation of the first method as follows:
where is estimated through MLE as in equation (6), and and ( | ̅ ) are estimated as having a uniform distribution.
The final term weighting scheme using the TRR uses the following equation.
Test document representation method using the TRR
The next issue is how to represent the test documents. A document representation method needs to be developed because the test documents do not have any class information, which the proposed term weighting scheme requires. A test document can first be represented as |C| different vectors using the TRR of each class, which then has to be represented as one vector that describes well the document in the proposed vector space, where |C| is the number of classes.
Three solutions for using a single vector representation are listed in 
The term weight of each word is chosen based on the maximum value among |C| estimated term weights.
D-Max
The sum of all term weights in each vector is first calculated, and one vector with the maximum sum value is then selected as a representative vector.
D-TMax (Documents Two Max)
The sum of all term weights in each vector is calculated, and two vectors with the highest and second highest sum values are then selected. A vector is then created by choosing the term weight with the higher score between the two term weights of the selected vectors for each term.
Hypo (Hypothesis)
Each class label of the test document is considered as a hypothesis. That is, we assume that a test document can have any class label. Then, |C| vectors are generated with the term weights of each class, and a text classifier is used to calculate the prediction scores for all of them. Eventually, the class label with the highest prediction score is selected as the predicted class label. 
Term discrimination power analysis through a comparison with the relevance frequency
The idf part of tf.idf is also replaced by rf, and the weight of term, t i , is defined as follows:
In equations (10) and (11) Using these notations, we can represent the idf factor as follows: Eventually, this can create a bias in the final tf.rf weights, i.e., if the rf value is small, the tf value contributes more to the tf.rf weight; otherwise, the rf value contributes more to the tf.rf weight.
This means the tf.rf weight scheme can have a different discrimination power on different sized datasets. In practice, we observed the a, c and a/c values of several terms in Reuters datasets with different sizes (10 and 90 classes). As can be seen in In addition, the a, b, c and d notations by Lan et al. (2009) 
Experiments
We tested the proposed term weighting scheme on two widely used datasets, Reuters 21578 and 20 Newsgroups, as well as the Korean UseNet dataset. In this section, we present the results from several experiments demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed technique and summarize the results.
Test collection and experimental settings
To test the proposed term weighting scheme, we used two newsgroup datasets, 20 Newsgroups and the Korean UseNet dataset, written in two different languages, English and Korean, and the Reuters 21578 dataset.
First, two widely used datasets were used as the benchmark as follows:
The Reuters 21578 Distribution 1.0 dataset (Reuters) consists of 12,902 articles and 90 topic categories from the Reuters newswire (Aphinyanaphongs et al. 2014; Debole and Sebastiani, 2003; Gliozzo et al., 2005; Ke, 2012; Sun et al. 2003; Sun et al., 2009; Yang and Liu, 1999; Yu et al., 2003) . Following other studies by Nigam (2001) and Joachims (1998), we built binary classifiers for each class to identify the news topic. Since the documents in this dataset can have multiple class labels, each class is traditionally evaluated using a binary classifier. To split the training/test data, we follow a standard ModApte split (Lewis 1997) . The standard ModApte training/test split divides the articles by time, and the top-ten largest classes were used in the experiments. All words inside the title and body were used, along with a stop-list and no stemming.
The Newsgroups dataset (NG), collected by Ken Lang, contains about 20,000 documents evenly divided among 20 UseNet discussion groups (Banerjee and Basu, 2007; Gliozzo et al., 2005; Ke, 2012; McCallum et al., 1998; Sun et al., 2009; Yoon et al. 2006) . For a fair evaluation, we evaluated our scheme using the five-fold cross-validation method. All results of the experiments using this dataset are the averages of five runs. After removing words that occur only once or are on a stop-word list, the vocabulary from the training data included 51,018 words (with no stemming).
The second dataset (KNG) was gathered from the Korean UseNet group (Ko et al., 2004) . This dataset contains a total of 10,331 documents and 15 categories. In total, 3,107 documents (30%)
were used for test data, and the remaining 7,224 documents (70%) were used for the training data.
The resulting vocabulary from the training data has 69,793 words. This dataset is uneven, as shown in Table 4 .
All parameter values of our experiments are from a validation set, which was randomly chosen to be 20% of the training data from each dataset. (Smucker et al., 2007; Yang and Liu, 1999) .
We used  2 statistics for the statistical feature selection (Yang et al., 1997; Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012) . This metric was also used for a term weighting scheme (log tf.chi) instead of idf (Debole and Sebastiani, 2003) . In our study, it was chosen as one of the other term weighting schemes for a comparison with our own. The  2 statistics values are calculated through the following equation.
where P ̅ indicates the probability that, for a random document x, term does not occur in x, which belongs to class cl i , and is estimated based on the maximum likelihood. As a globalization function, is selected for the feature selection and term weighting.
To evaluate our term weighting scheme, two promising learning algorithms, kNN and SVM, which have shown a better performance than the other algorithms, were chosen for the experiments. The value of k in kNN was set to 30 based on a previous parameter optimization learned using the validation set. For SVM, we used the linear models offered by SVM light (Joachims, 1998) .
In our experiments, all of the term weighting schemes using class information (log tf.chi, log tf.rf, Delta tf.idf and log tf.TRR), which replace the idf part of tf.idf in equation (1) with chi, rf, Delta idf and TRR, were applied to generate document vectors and normalize them using ltc in Table 1 . Feature selection was then employed to observe the performance changes of each scheme according to the number of features based on the ordering from the  2 statistics. Here, all of the features were a unigram of terms, and the document representation was a bag-of-words representation. The document vectors created through this process were equally used for kNN and SVM.
Comparison of the proposed schemes, idf, chi and rf
First, the proposed term weighting schemes using TRR are compared with the traditional idf, chi and rf schemes. Here, none of these schemes used any tf information. As a result, two versions of the proposed scheme, Cat-MLE and Doc-MLE, achieved better performances than the idf and rf schemes. Here, the results of TRR need to be discussed because TRR has two different estimation methods (Cat-MLE by equation (6), and Doc-MLE by equations (7) and (8) of small numbers of sentences, such as two or three, which creates poor probability estimation for
Doc-MLE.
As can be seen in Figure 2 , TRR achieved better performances than the other schemes over all intervals of the number of features, from 1,000 to 10,000. The number of features in this experiment was limited by the ranking from the feature selection, i.e.,  2 statistics. 
Document representation methods applied to test data

Comparison of the proposed and other term weighting schemes
Here, we add another benchmark term weighting scheme, Delta tf.idf (Martineau and Finin, 2009; Paltoglou and Thelwall, 2010) . This term weighting is calculated through the following equation.
where N cl and ̅ are the total number of training documents in the positive class, cl, and negative class, ̅ , respectively, and and ̅̅̅̅ are the numbers of training documents in positive and negative classes respectively. Tables 7, 8 and 9 show the final experiment results, a comparison of the proposed and other schemes in each class, and the overall performances after micro-averaging and macro-averaging.
The proposed scheme achieved a better performance than the other schemes. In particular, the proposed method showed the best performance for most categories of all three datasets. Figure 3 shows the performance changes based on the number of features, from 1,000 to 10,000. The proposed log tf.TRR method achieved the best performance for all of the datasets and classifiers in each interval. Note that tf.idf used the raw term frequency, whereas log tf.idf used log(tf)+1, as in equation (1). In particular, log tf.TRR obtained a better performance for categories with a small number of documents (see Tables 7 and 9 ). This may lead to more improvements in macro-averaging than in micro-averaging. Note that the scores inside the parentheses denote the relative improvements over the best improvement among the other term weighting schemes. 
Summary of the experiment results
Analysis of the experiment results
We here try to analyze the experiment results in terms of how the proposed scheme works well on categories with ambiguity and low performances. We expect that the proposed scheme, log tf.TRR, can achieve better performance than other schemes in the categories with ambiguity and low performances. We first observe how much difference of F 1 scores is between categories with some ambiguity and the other categories in proposed scheme made more score differences on categories with ambiguity. In addition, when the score differences between the bottom 30% and the top 30% of categories sorted by F 1 scores of log tf.idf are compared in Table 12 , the similar result is observed. The categories with low performance show much more difference in F 1 scores than ones with high performance. In particular, the score differences of SVM on unambiguous categories or categories with high performance are small, and even when comparing to tf.idf and log tf.idf, they have minus differences in KNG. Eventually, the proposed scheme highly outperforms other schemes on difficult categories to be classified, whereas it is not expected to get high improvement on easy categories. Moreover, we pointed out that the ratio of document numbers of positive and negative classes under the OvA method for each category may vary in practice due to uneven size of categories so the proposed method is superior to rf in section 3.4. Table 13 shows the comparison results of F 1 score differences between rf and the proposed scheme on categories with small number of documents and the other categories. As a result, the score differences on categories with small number of documents are more than ones on the other categories. This is evidence that rf suffers more from the size difference of positive and negative classes in small categories. In addition, we observed the standard deviation values of F1 score differences on all of the data sets because NG has even size of categories but Reuters and KNG have uneven size. As Table 13 illustrates, the variation of score differences on NG with even size of categories is more stable than ones on Reuters and KNG. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we utilized class information for term weighting for text classification. The odds of positive and negative class probabilities are applied to term weighting for text classification to utilize class information. As a result, the proposed schemes performed consistently well on the three benchmark datasets used, as well as on the kNN and SVM classifiers, and outperformed the new recently reported term weighting schemes, tf.rf and Delta tf.idf, as well as traditional term weighting schemes, tf.idf and log tf.idf.
In the future, we would like to apply these schemes to other applications such as question classification in cQA systems. In addition, since term weighting is the most basic component of other text mining techniques and text classification, we expect that our term weighting scheme can be integrated into various text-mining tasks such as a sentiment analysis and text summarization.
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